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android can cause her nanites to surge, granting a 
bonus equal to 3 + the android’s character level on 
any one d20 roll; this ability must be activated before 
the roll is made. When an android uses this power, her 
circuitry-tattoos glow with light equivalent to that of a 
torch in illumination for 1 round.

EQUIPMENT

alchemical solvent, antitoxin, bladeguard, potion of 
cure moderate wounds, scroll of web, wand of grease (50 
charges); Other Gear everburning torch, masterwork 
kukri, 6 daggers, +1 studded leather armor, masterwork 
backpack, belt pouch, flint and steel, ink, inkpen, 
journal, mess kit, rope, spell component pouch, 2 
sunrods, 5 days trail rations, waterskin, whetstone, 1 
gp, 1 sp, 8 cp

ANDROIDS: CONSTRUCTED SERVANTS 
OF THE KAGA
The Kaga recruited several of the most brilliant 
machinesmiths from the Arman Protectorate to assist 
it in  forwarding its own evolution by replicating itself 
in a new humanoid form. The Kaga was generous and 
compassionate towards his new children and allowed 
them to live as they chose. Many stayed to serve, more 
left but remained in contact with the Kaga, sharing their 
experiences with him, allowing him to grow as they do. 
In less than a decade, the newest and youngest race of 
NeoExodus has made an impressive impact upon the 
world at large.

Androids outwardly resemble humans in most aspects, and 
can pass for human when not under scrutiny. The range of 
height and weight for androids is identical to humans. A 
closer look, however, reveals obvious differences. Their 
eyes have an unnatural glassy or metallic luster, and their 
skin is traced with tattoo-like circuitry. The weave of 
tough, silken fibers atop their heads is not hair. In fact, 
their bodies are completely artificial, though made of 
materials that mimic the flexibility, shape, and density of 
human flesh and bone. They move with a smooth, inhuman 
grace.

THE IMPERIAL ALLIANCE
After the battle of Aremyhk, the Janissaries imposed a 
peace and forced all four warring nations to set aside their 
hostilities and unite. Thus the Arman Protectorate, the 
Caneus Empire, the Dominion and the Reis Confederacy 
formed a confederated government named the Imperial 
Alliance, ruled by a Senate composed of nobles from each 
nation. The Imperial Alliance seeks to keep the world’s 
civilized nations united against common threats, such 
as the Janus Horde in Sametia, the Khaynites, and the 
quickslaver epidemic.

TWELFTH BLADE
Male android magus 3
LN Medium humanoid
Homeland Unknown 
Deity Not particularly devout, respects all the gods
Init +2; Senses darkvision 60 ft., low-light vision; 
Perception +6

DEFENSE

AC 16, touch 12, flat-footed 14 (+4 armor, +3 Dex)
hp 23 (3d8+6)
Fort +4; Ref +3; Will +3; +4 vs. mind-affecting effects, 
paralysis, poison, and stun
Defensive Abilities constructed; Immune disease, 
emotion-based effects, exhaustion, fatigue, sleep

OFFENSE

Speed 30 ft.
Melee mwk kukri +6 (1d4+2/18-20)
Ranged dagger +4 (1d4+2/19-20)
Special Attacks nanite surge (+6), spell combat, 
spellstrike
Magus Spells Prepared (CL 3rd; concentration +6)
1st - color spray (DC 14), shocking grasp, true strike, 
vanish
0 - detect magic, disrupt undead, flare (DC 13), read 
magic

STATISTICS

Str 14, Dex 15, Con 12, Int 16, Wis 10, Cha 8
Base Atk +2; CMB +4; CMD 16
Feats Extra Arcane Pool, Skill Focus (Perception), 
Weapon Focus (kukri)
Skills Knowledge (arcana) +9, Knowledge
(dungeoneering) +9, Perception +6, Sense Motive -4,
Spellcraft +9, Swim +8
Languages Common, Ancient Arman, Cynean, Khaynite
SQ arcane pool (6 points, +1), emotionless, magus 
arcana (arcane accuracy)

SPECIAL ABILITIES

Constructed: For the purposes of effects targeting 
creatures by type (such as a ranger’s favored enemy 
and bane weapons), androids count as both humanoids 
and constructs. Androids gain a +4 racial bonus on all 
saving throws against mind-affecting effects, paralysis, 
poison, and stun effects, are not subject to fatigue 
or exhaustion, and are immune to disease and sleep 
effects. Androids can never gain morale bonuses, and 
are immune to fear effects and all emotion-based 
effects.

Emotionless: Androids have problems processing 
emotions properly, and thus take a -4 penalty on 
Sense Motive checks and gain no benefit from morale 
bonuses.

Nanite Surge: An android’s body is infused with 
nanites. Once per day as an immediate action, an 
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TWELFTH BLADE

Male android magus 5
LN Medium humanoid
Homeland Unknown 
Deity Not particularly devout, respects all the gods
Init +3; Senses darkvision 60 ft., low-light vision; 
Perception +7

DEFENSE

AC 16, touch 12, flat-footed 14 (+4 armor, +3 Dex)
hp 35 (5d8+9)
Fort +6; Ref +3; Will +4; +4 vs. mind-affecting effects, 
paralysis, poison, and stun
Defensive Abilities constructed; Immune disease, 
emotion-based effects, exhaustion, fatigue, sleep

OFFENSE

Speed 30 ft.
Melee +1 kukri +7 (1d4+3/18-20)
Ranged dagger +4 (1d4+2/19-20)
Special Attacks nanite surge (+8), spell combat, 
spellstrike
Magus Spells Prepared (CL 5th; concentration +8)
2nd - bear’s endurance, frigid touch, mirror image
1st - color spray (DC 14), shocking grasp, true strike, 
vanish
0 - detect magic, disrupt undead, flare (DC 13), read 
magic

STATISTICS

Str 14, Dex 16, Con 12, Int 16, Wis 10, Cha 8
Base Atk +3; CMB +5; CMD 18
Feats Extra Arcane Pool, Improved Initiative, Skill Focus 
(Perception), Toughness, Weapon Focus (kukri)
Skills Climb +8, Knowledge (arcana) +11, Knowledge 
(dungeoneering) +11, Perception +7, Sense Motive -4, 
Spellcraft +11, Swim +8
Languages Common, Ancient Arman, Cynean, Khaynite
SQ arcane pool (7 points, +2), emotionless, magus 
arcana (arcane accuracy)

SPECIAL ABILITIES

Constructed: For the purposes of effects targeting 
creatures by type (such as a ranger’s favored enemy 
and bane weapons), androids count as both humanoids 
and constructs. Androids gain a +4 racial bonus on all 
saving throws against mind-affecting effects, paralysis, 
poison, and stun effects, are not subject to fatigue 
or exhaustion, and are immune to disease and sleep 
effects. Androids can never gain morale bonuses, and 
are immune to fear effects and all emotion-based 
effects.

Emotionless: Androids have problems processing 
emotions properly, and thus take a -4 penalty on 
Sense Motive checks and gain no benefit from morale 
bonuses.

Nanite Surge: An android’s body is infused with 
nanites. Once per day as an immediate action, an 
android can cause her nanites to surge, granting a 
bonus equal to 3 + the android’s character level on 
any one d20 roll; this  ability must be activated before 
the roll is made. When an android uses this power, her 
circuitry-tattoos glow with light equivalent to that of a 
torch in illumination for 1 round.

EQUIPMENT

Antitoxin, bladeguard (2), pearl of power (1st), potion 
of cure serious wounds, scroll of fly, wand of obscuring 
mist (40 charges); Other Gear +1 kukri, 6 masterwork 
daggers, +1 chain shirt, ring of protection +1, masterwork 
backpack, belt pouch, flint and steel, ink, inkpen, 
journal, mess kit, silk rope, spell component  pouch, 2 
sunrods, 5 days trail rations, waterskin, whetstone, 72 
gp, 2 sp, 8 cp

ANDROIDS: CONSTRUCTED SERVANTS 
OF THE KAGA
The Kaga recruited several of the most brilliant 
machinesmiths from the Arman Protectorate to assist 
it in  forwarding its own evolution by replicating itself 
in a new humanoid form. The Kaga was generous and 
compassionate towards his new children and allowed 
them to live as they chose. Many stayed to serve, more 
left but remained in contact with the Kaga, sharing their 
experiences with him, allowing him to grow as they do. 
In less than a decade, the newest and youngest race of 
NeoExodus has made an impressive impact upon the 
world at large.

Androids outwardly resemble humans in most aspects, and 
can pass for human when not under scrutiny. The range of 
height and weight for androids is identical to humans. A 
closer look, however, reveals obvious differences. Their 
eyes have an unnatural glassy or metallic luster, and their 
skin is traced with tattoo-like circuitry. The weave of 
tough, silken fibers atop their heads is not hair. In fact, 
their bodies are completely artificial, though made of 
materials that mimic the flexibility, shape, and density of 
human flesh and bone. They move with a smooth, inhuman 
grace.

THE IMPERIAL ALLIANCE
After the battle of Aremyhk, the Janissaries imposed a 
peace and forced all four warring nations to set aside their 
hostilities and unite. Thus the Arman Protectorate, the 
Caneus Empire, the Dominion and the Reis Confederacy 
formed a confederated government named the Imperial 
Alliance, ruled by a Senate composed of nobles from each 
nation. The Imperial Alliance seeks to keep the world’s 
civilized nations united against common threats, such 
as the Janus Horde in Sametia, the Khaynites, and the 
quickslaver epidemic.
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HISTORY OF TWELFTH BLADE
The android known as Twelfth Blade was designed as one 
of the magi guardians of the Temple of the Kaga in the 
city of Urzula in Koryth. Twelfth Blade performed as he 
was designed, being a vigilant watcher, respectful of the 
clergy, and he excelled at arts both martial and arcane. Yet 
the android was, for lack of a better word, restless. His 
days were plagued with an increasing inattention to duty, 
which evolved into forgetfulness. At night, strange dreams 
troubled Twelfth Blade’s sleep. In dreams, Twelfth Blade 
spoke scathingly to his superiors, disrespected the Kaga, 
and threatened members of the church that opposed 
him. He scheduled time to commune with the Kaga 
about this troubling behavior. The Kaga listened, and 
responded only with “Bide. The reason will come 
in time.” Twelfth Blade found no consolation in 
this advice, but did as he was told. 

Things continued in much the same way for 
about a month. One day, while Twelfth 
Blade was on duty, several visiting 
androids launched a surprise attack 
upon the temple. Twelfth Blade 
found himself nearly overcome 
with sympathy for their actions. 
Twelfth Blade fought down an 
urge to join in the violence,; 
his training and devotion winning 
over this strange compulsion, he 
attacked the invaders and helped 
to kill some and drive off the rest. 
While he did not join them in their 
attack, he was slow enough in reacting 
that several members of the clergy were 
injured, and one killed. In the aftermath, Twelfth 
Blade reported what he considered his dereliction 
of duty to his superior officer. Investigation revealed 
magical attempts to influence Twelfth Blade, though 
no culprit was ever brought to light. While his 
loyalty went unchallenged, Twelfth Blade’s 
ability to resist further influence was called into 
question. He was relieved from his position at 
the temple. Now the android uses his martial 
and magical talents as an adventurer, finding 
new contentment in exploration and new 
experiences.


